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Milan Choudhury joins PMWL research team in Mumbai 
 
Graduate student at SDA Bocconi Asia Center joins PM World Library internship 

program 

23 December 2019 – Dallas, TX, USA and Mumbai, India – PM World has announced the 
appointment of Mr. Milan Choudhury as a project management research intern for the 
PM World Library.  Milan is currently pursuing his International Master in Business (IMB) 
degree at SDA Bocconi Asia Center, Mumbai, India for the academic year 2019-2021. He 
holds a Bachelor’s degree in Pharmacy from Nagpur University (India), where he studied 
from 2010-2014, and a Master’s degree in Bioprocess Technology (M.Tech BPT) from the 
Institute of Chemical Technology, Mumbai, India, where he studied from 2014-2016. 
 

From 2016 to 2018 Milan worked as a Research Analyst for USV Pvt. 
Ltd., Mumbai. He was involved in multiple projects for various drug 
substances and drug products that included drug profiling, analytical 
method development and validation, meeting US FDA standards. He 
has also briefly worked in Content Marketing, both as a full-time 
content writer as well as a freelancer.  

 

Major Field of Study: Sales, Marketing, Business Administration, Biotechnology, 
Pharmacy; Research interests: Agile Project Management, project management of public 
projects in India, resource management, Innovation and Project Management, quality 
management; PM World Internship Focus: Business Improvement and Project 
management, Marketing and Project management,  Strategic Planning and Management. 
 
PM World offers virtual project management research internships to university students 
worldwide who are studying project management at recognized universities.  Internships 
offer students an opportunity to research specific program/project management topics, 
network with other interns, gain significant visibility and contribute to PM World’s dual 
missions of knowledge sharing and continuous learning. On completion, they receive a 
certificate, letter of reference and five years of free PMWL membership.  To see 
participating interns, go to http://pmworldlibrary.net/university-interns/  
 
To learn more about Milan Choudhury and to follow his research, visit his intern profile 
page at https://pmworldlibrary.net/milan-choudhury/  
 
To learn more about PM World student internship opportunities, go to 
http://pmworldlibrary.net/students/ and scroll down to “internships” or contact 
help2@pmworldlibrary.net  
 
The PM World Library is a global resource for continuous learning in portfolio, program 
and project management.  The PMWL is produced and maintained by PM World, which 
also publishes the monthly PM World Journal (ISSN 2330-4880), a web-based publication 
featuring dozens of articles, papers and stories about projects and project management 
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around the world.  To learn more, visit https://pmworldjournal.com/ and 
https://pmworldlibrary.net/.  
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